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Are you a marketing leader on the path to modernizing your marketing organ- 
ization? Are you a marketing analyst championing analytical  transformation in 
your campaigns? If you answered yes to either question, this e-book is for you. 
It offers a practical account of how to create a new marketing culture that adds 
value through data and analytics. 

You’ll meet marketing leaders from Comerica, Lenovo, RCI, SAS and Visa – and 
read how they’re implementing analytics, redefining marketing strategies and 
transforming their cultures. By sharing their perspectives, we hope to provide a 
new set of best practices to guide your analytical transformation – and to help 
you reinvent your marketing organization for the digital age.

Your guide to modernizing the marketing organization
Featuring excerpts from The Analytical Marketer



The value of  
marketing metrics  
at Visa
Kelly Levoyer, Marketing Editorial Director, SAS



As Director of Analytics A/B Testing, Ravichandran supports executives  
and other decision-makers across the product, marketing, and sales and 
relationship areas of Visa. He says, “We are the custodians of the data, so 
our responsibility is to enable our users to have confidence in the decisions 
they make using that data.”

Intermingling strategy and analytics
One of the biggest changes of the analytical era of marketing is that things 
need to happen faster than ever. “We used to have a very linear approach,” 

Looking at a company the size of Visa, it’s obvious that there’s 

a sophisticated marketing machine behind its portfolio of  

digital advertising, television commercials, sporting event 

sponsorships and credit card offers. Maintaining a position of 

leadership in the financial space requires complex processes, 

critical and creative thinking, and, according to analytics exec 

Ramkumar Ravichandran, a pervasive analytical mindset.
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he says. “Now when something is going live, there’s already an immediate 
need to respond. We need to be able to take action on the fly.” Because of 
those changes, Ravichandran says that marketers can no longer think about 
analytics as something that supports them or a function that just one person 
(like a chief digital officer) would perform. Rather, analytics is now an integral 
part of marketing’s value chain.

The enduring value of intuition and vision
Ravichandran says that data by itself is historical. That’s why, while there is 
a need to use data and analytics to inform campaigns, it still comes down 
to marketers sometimes using their gut to make the best decision possible.  
Because data and analytics are now so intertwined with marketing strategy, 
expectations for leadership on the marketing side have changed. “It’s no  
longer acceptable to say you’re a marketer but you’re not a numbers person,” 
Ravichandran says. “Executives are demanding more data literacy as a  
prerequisite for being a good marketer.” And it’s not just in the marketing 
space, he adds. “All of our chief executives are comfortable with numbers  
and data-driven approaches.”

“ It’s no longer acceptable to say you’re a marketer but you’re not a 
numbers person. … All of our chief executives are comfortable with 
numbers and data-driven approaches.”

  Ramkumar Ravichandran, Director of Analytics A/B Testing, Visa

http://www.sas.com/en_us/software/customer-intelligence.html


Ravichandran is quick to clarify, however, that a focus on data, numbers 
and quantified measures should not replace the value of vision. “I have an 
enormous respect for data, but I also believe all of it has to be driven by 
strategy, the business case, benchmarking against the industry, all those 
things that provide a broader perspective. You have to understand what 
specific metrics you’re trying to impact with your actions.” He advocates 
pausing to first understand your company’s business model, then applying 
and measuring the right things to truly understand your competitive  
position and your customers’ needs.

“Companies must break down barriers between stakeholders and decision 
makers and take the time to understand each other’s perspectives. We must 
focus on connecting emotionally to our customers and making products more 
usable and valuable for them. That is our common, corporate ground.”

Marketing analytics’ future
What does Ravichandran see as the most meaningful trends in the marketing 
analytics space? “First, the accessibility of analytics is huge… making it easier 
for everyone to use. This is by far the biggest shift I’ve seen. Second, our abil-
ity to react as close to real time as possible. And third, marketing automation 
technologies and our ability to understand what our customers are doing, 
react to it, and even predict their next action, are very cool. But underlying all 
of this is the obligation I see on behalf of all modern marketers to advocate  
for the value of analytics and continue to make its use more widespread.”
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Brand equity  
has a big role  
in RCI’s strategy
Vacation membership brand  
gets to know its members



RCI is no stranger to innovation. The company pioneered  

the concept of vacation exchange in 1974 and changed the 

way millions of timeshare owners experience the world.  

As Senior Vice President of Global Marketing for RCI (part of  

the Wyndham Worldwide family of brands), Phil Brojan takes 

modernization seriously, and sees it as a primary strategy to  

improve brand recognition in a highly competitive market.

Serving a membership base is quite different from using an open market 
model with an endless supply of customers, Brojan says. “Our interactions 
with our members require a good deal of context to be meaningful. That 
makes it even more important that we know them very well, and make our 
offers and services highly relevant.”

Analytics enhances brand equity
RCI’s marketing organization began its analytical marketing transformation 
about eight years ago. “I still remember the meeting that started it all,”  
Brojan says. “I can remember exactly where people were sitting. We had so 
many people participating in what we knew was going to be a sea change 
for RCI, that some people had to sit on the countertops around the edge of 
the boardroom.

“That was the point at which we all made the commitment that we were 
going to transform – we were going to become a much more data-driven 
organization. It was all driven by a simple fact: We were a membership 
organization that simply didn’t know enough about our members. We 
wanted to make sure we had reliable data to understand our customer 
better and to make better decisions. And we knew that had to change. 
Luckily we have great senior leaders who trust and empower us; we had 
a lot of encouragement and support.”

Phil Brojan, Senior Vice President, Global Marketing at RCI

“ The insights we glean from the data now  
help drive overall business strategy … We’re 
providing key indicators of where the revenue 
opportunities are.”

That transformation has enabled the company to segment and model  
customer data and act on it quickly. “We can personalize communications and 
sales channels like the web and make them more relevant and timely.” Data 
scientists work within the organization and collaborate with data analysts  
on advanced analytical techniques like optimization and modeling. “We’re  
seeing more direct attribution of revenue back to campaigns, and we’re better 
able to see what’s working and what’s not.”
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The impact of this analytical transformation is enhancing the role of market-
ing at RCI to build brand equity. “The insights we glean from the data now 
help drive overall business strategy. We’re providing key indicators of where 
the revenue opportunities are. This has been huge for marketing at RCI over 
the past five years, because we’re helping set the direction for the company 
and helping other organizational areas.”

From art to science
To sustain an analytical marketing approach, Brojan says that marketers 
need to be more like scientists than artists – which has changed how his 
organization thinks about hiring new marketers. “We now look for scientific 
and analytical skills and pick and choose where we put creatives,” he says, 
while noting that finding and evaluating people with these skill sets can be 
difficult. One way RCI has evolved its interview process along these lines  
is to rely more on panel interviews, where panels present candidates with 
complex business scenarios and then ask them to explain what they  
would do and why.

Customer experience trumps all
In terms of what’s next for the analytical marketing organization, Brojan says 
that the focus will be on becoming even more predictive to anticipate what 
consumers want before they even know – to recommend and predict more 
than react. “It’s about continuing to personalize the customer experience,” he 
says. “Everyone’s come a long way on focusing on the customer experience, 
yet there is still work to be done. The effort to personalize is never complete.”
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Scoring leads  
to drive more  
effective sales
Marketing analytics in use at SAS

Adele Sweetwood, Senior Vice President  

of Global Marketing, SAS



Leads are the lifeblood of any sales effort. But not all leads are 

created equal. Some have high value for an organization and 

represent a realistic opportunity to win business. Others are 

early-stage engagements that take months or years of  

development for a sales opportunity. Because of this disparity, 

the very definition of a lead puzzles many organizations. 

Sales and marketing groups have worked for years to  

formalize the definition of a lead and what it means within an 

existing business model. Regardless of your definition, one 

thing is consistent: Marketing has to adapt its strategies to 

bring in more, better or just different mixes of leads. But how 

do you get there?

The challenge
Over the years, the SAS marketing organization built a complex method of 
passing leads from marketing to sales. The process was similar to what other 
companies have in place, that is, leads that met a set of rules were qualified 
and then sent to a salesperson to follow up. The system was effective but 
difficult to manage, especially when business needs changed.

To build a new model to score and qualify leads, marketing team members 
looked at existing data and then conferred with their counterparts in sales to 
reorient the lead management process to accomplish two main goals:

1.  Increase the number and percentage of leads that convert to opportunities. 
This meant identifying the best leads and finding a faster way to pass more 
high-qualified leads to sales.

2.  Improve the outcomes from the lead conversion process. Obviously, 
high-quality leads are essential to creating a larger pipeline of deals.  
The team needed a better way to score and then prioritize leads.

An added wrinkle was that the project had to be global, so a lead in Australia, 
for example, would have the same meaning as a lead in Germany. That way, 
the company could compare lead performance across geographies and fuel 
global decisions about what strategies would be more effective.

The approach
While the previous rules-based model was geared more toward quantity, the 
team opted for a new approach based on quality. This model-based approach 
determined lead quality based on likely outcomes. The analytics-driven  
model evaluated a range of customer behaviors – such as registrations,  
website page views and email clicks – to identify the best leads.

To improve the lead conversion process, the team also focused on converting 
more sales-ready leads. Not only did the new scoring model evaluate more 

“ By relying on our marketing and analytical information, we could bring real, 
actionable information via the customer’s digital footprint to the salespeople, 
which was like handing them the Holy Grail.” 
 
Adele Sweetwood, Senior Vice President of Global Marketing, SAS
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behavioral data, but that information was passed on as a “digital footprint”  
for each lead. The salesperson now sees the interactions for the lead from 
within the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system, which provides  
important information to guide initial outreach. 

Additionally, the team decided not to send all leads to the CRM system. 
Since the model does a better job of classifying better leads, those that  
aren’t routed to sales go to a lead-nurturing program, where the contact  
receives scheduled, relevant emails. 

The contact’s behavior when receiving those emails (click-throughs,  
registrations, website visits and so on) are then fed into the model.

The results
Feedback for the lead scoring model has been positive. Salespeople  
appreciated that the leads they were seeing were more qualified and  
reliable. Rather than sifting through dozens of contacts, they know that  
leads have demonstrated an interest in SAS and its solutions. That was 
once a luxury for a salesperson; now it’s an everyday reality.

Get more analytical marketing know-how
The Analytical Marketer: How to Transform Your Marketing Organization, written by SAS Senior Vice President of Global Marketing 
and Shared Services Adele Sweetwood, serves as both a practical guide and a resource for using analytics in marketing, with many 
real-world examples. Want to read more? Order it today.

To fine-tune the model, analysts track the overall number of leads passed 
to sales and the number that convert to opportunities. The marketing team 
wants to make sure the rates continue to rise for both numbers. If there is a 
plateau or a decline, the team can adjust programs as necessary.

SAS marketing analysts can also fine-tune the model as sales requirements 
change or the market evolves. The model is more flexible than the rules-
based approach, allowing the team to adjust rapidly. The team can adjust 
the lead conversion rate if there is a shift in internal focus or if a sales group 
has more or less capacity.

This custom excerpt is adapted from The Analytical Marketer: How to Transform Your Marketing Organization by Adele Sweetwood. It is reprinted by  
permission of Harvard Business Review Press. Copyright 2016. All rights reserved.
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Digital transformation: 
Moving from  
handshakes to  
householding at  
Comerica



Jim Weber knows firsthand the challenges of change –  

on multiple levels. He joined Comerica in 2007 for his  

first gig as a financial services CMO. Shortly thereafter,  

the economy collapsed.

Comerica was a traditional conservative bank according to Weber, with good 
earnings and solid customer relationships with the local business banking 
market. And while its heritage helped the bank weather the financial storm 
better than most, that heritage also posed a cultural challenge.

“We were a business bank, based on handshakes and one-to-one rela-
tionships,” Weber says. “Data, marketing… those were secondary and 
didn’t drive the business. But there’s nothing like hard times to make  
you stop and take a cold, hard look at what’s working and what’s not.”

Weber pressed for a digital agenda early on in order to generate the data 
and metrics that could start quantifying the bank’s potential. “How can you 
talk about being a relationship bank without knowing the full breadth of  
the relationship? This message made the digital agenda resonate with the 
employee base at Comerica,” he says.

Phase 1: Convincing skeptics
But there was a lot of skepticism around the shift to mobile banking and  
digital access, especially on the business banking side of the house. The use 

cases and potential for the retail banking side were much more obvious.  
But by quantifying the value of holistic customer relationship management, 
Weber was able to get the attention of the business banking unit.

Phase 2: Partnering with IT
The next phase of the shift required getting IT on board as a partner with 
marketing, which was a big relationship change. Weber says that he didn’t 
have a collaborative relationship with his CIO at first. But after that CIO  
retired, and with the help of an outside consultant, Weber says that his  
organization came to see IT as teammates rather than obstacles. The organ- 
ization’s outdated data architecture prevented marketing from effectively 
mining data, so a partnership was the best path to rectifying that.

“We couldn’t continue to do things the traditional way any more,” he says. 
“We needed the ability to go in and mine the data, take insight to another  
level, and find the opportunities. In the banking industry, looking at things  
like householding and superhouseholding – these things change how the  
customer interacts with the bank. It impacts the customer experience.”

Phase 3: Creating governance
To help overcome those barriers, IT and marketing came together to sponsor 
a data governance council to help consolidate how the data was being man-
aged across the company’s different functional silos. “We didn’t have a data 
architecture, data standards, or governance,” says Weber. “It was being done 

“ This is all really about positioning marketing away from an order-taking  
organization and into a position of strategic leadership value for the  
company.”

  Jim Weber, Chief Marketing Officer, Comerica
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in pockets. Some business units were skeptical and feared they would lose 
control of how they thought things needed to be done. It took time, but we 
broke through that.”

Now, Comerica can drive strategies like next-best offer and personalization, 
and is integrating social media and predictive analytics into its marketing  
capabilities. “This is all really about positioning marketing away from an  
order-taking organization and into a position of strategic leadership value  
for the company,” Weber says.

He adds, “Data will help us quantify the value of collaboration across the 
bank. SAS was a way in for us from a marketing perspective. We didn’t feel 
we needed to introduce a new platform when our IT department was  
already so happy with it.”
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Moving from blasts  
to conversations
Marketing analytics in use at SAS

Adele Sweetwood, Senior Vice President  

of Global Marketing, SAS



When in doubt, one of the easiest things marketers can do  

is send an email blast. The approach is predicated on  

a strength-in-numbers mentality. If you send out enough 

messages, somebody, somewhere, will receive it and take  

the desired action.

While marketers still use blast messages, their value is waning. Why? You 
are competing for attention with your emails, website, advertisements, 
collateral, events and any other initiative. People are using their phones, 
computers, tablets and TVs to consume information. It’s harder than ever  
to reach, much less sway, a customer. 

The challenge
By 2010, SAS marketing efforts included a blend of blasts and more personal-
ized emails. The marketing team’s goal was to find the right mix of messages 
and communication methods that would anticipate customers’ needs and turn 
emails into a conversation with them on their journeys.

The advent of a new customer-journey approach at SAS gave us an  
opportunity to rethink our email strategy and see what approaches 
worked best at different phases of the journey. 

The marketing team looked at historical data and asked some questions. 
For example, where along the path is thought leadership more effective 
than something product-specific? And where is third-party content more 
compelling than internal content?

The approach
The marketing team members began assembling data on the customer  
journey and behavior across each phase. They found examples of customers 
receiving messages that were out of sync with their actual buying stage.  
For instance, a contact would receive messages designed for the early stages 
of a journey even after the deal was won (or lost). 

Marketing analysts also evaluated and identified content gaps across the 
customer journey. Looking at the totality of interactions, it was clear that 
building a conversation with the customer would require an overhaul of the 
email marketing strategy. Here are some key takeaways from the analysis:

Scoring allowed the team to assign a value to all actions, not just registrations. 
Each interaction with SAS was tracked and added to the score. With more 
pervasive – and more realistic – scoring of these behaviors, the team could 
further analyze the relative value of different messages and offers.

Segmentation identified the stage of the customer journey. Once scoring 
was complete and applied to contacts, the team could choose which  
message to send based on the stage.

Automation provided the foundation for faster, analytics-driven communi-
cations. With segments in place, the team created targeted and relevant 
email communications to provide the right message at the right stage of 
the customer journey. 

Analytics delivered the right business strategy based on the desired  
outcome. Marketing analysts could evaluate how the entire marketing  
mix was working to move customers through different stages. 

The results
After this analysis, the team created and refined email campaigns to fit the 
stages of the customer journey. The content for the phases included:

Need. High-level messaging, including industry-specific content and 
thought leadership strategies. Blogs and articles at this phase explain the 
problem and provide a path forward.

Research. Content that validates the customer’s need to solve the problem. 
Material here focuses on specific business issues and includes third-party 
resources like analyst reviews and research reports.
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Decide. Deeper content that provides more product-specific information. 
This material validates the proposed solution through customer success 
stories, research reports, product fact sheets and so on.

Adopt. On-board and self-service content. This stage focuses on introducing 
customers to support resources and online communities, as well as do-it-
yourself material that introduces the customer to the solution.

Use. Adoption content, such as advanced educational information, user 
conferences, and product-specific webinars. At this stage, users turn to 
more technical resources to expand their knowledge.

Recommend. Content specific to extending the relationship with the  
customer. This includes speaking opportunities, focus group participation 
and sales references.

When customers reach the buy phase, interactions occur primarily between 
sales and the customer. As a result, customers are typically excluded from 
email communications.

Eventually, our entire online experience will be personalized as a way to best 
engage our customers and prospects and to help ensure we are commu-
nicating with them in a way that they prefer. How do we do this? By using 
customer experience analytics to track, analyze and then take action when 
appropriate based on behavior, instead of simply when we want to promote 
something. In other words, we have adopted an analytical mindset.

This custom excerpt is adapted from The Analytical Marketer: How to Transform Your Marketing Organization by Adele Sweetwood. It is reprinted by  
permission of Harvard Business Review Press. Copyright 2016. All rights reserved.
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Consumer insights  
fuel Lenovo’s  
exceptional  
customer  
experience

Kelly LeVoyer, Marketing Editorial Director, SAS



The big data movement had a big impact on marketing  

at Lenovo. So much so, it helped spur an initiative to central-

ize its consumer insights to uncover new opportunities and  

improve the end-to-end customer experience. Lenovo’s  

Customer Insight Center of Excellence became the initiative’s 

nerve center and arms the company’s marketers with a new 

level of data and analysis.

“We’re analyzing the voice of the customer by conducting text mining on 
our brand mentions to help understand sentiment, identify new customer 
segments, and test how our messaging is resonating,” explains Mohammed 
Chaara, Director of the center.

Consumer insights from text
For the uninitiated, text mining uses algorithms to extract insights from 
unstructured text that can come from a variety of sources, including emails, 
blog posts, tweets and text from other social media channels. One of the 
biggest benefits of text mining is that you can automate the mining to re-
duce decision time and increase message consistency and effectiveness.

Lenovo’s insight center provides the resources that enable the company to 
make full use of its text mining capabilities. “And this is where all customer 
feedback data is getting captured. So when you layer this data on top of 

some of the traditional campaign measures, you get a really rich picture 
of your market. This has fundamentally changed how marketing operates. 
Now the majority of our product meetings start with customer insights and 
those insights drive the actions,” Chaara says.

Product innovation from consumer insights
Mining customer data helps provide input into potential new product features 
– and also helps marketers understand what resonates about current products 
with their target audiences so the messaging can be refined. “We might  
discover that a certain series of laptops has a passionate set of gaming users 
even though that’s not the primary way we market that product. Tapping into 
that will help our marketers connect emotionally with our customers.”

Lenovo’s approach represents a centralized model that provides analytics 
services to the marketing organization along with other business units.  
The Customer Insight Center of Excellence reports into R&D and, according 
to Chaara, this works for Lenovo “because it gives us the flexibility to draw 
from a broader variety of technical solutions.”

But this doesn’t mean Lenovo’s marketers are off the hook for knowing about 
data and analytics: “Marketers must still know how to take advantage of the 
data, and be able to work iteratively with us, to find new ways to combine 
and analyze data and make new discoveries.”

“ Marketers must still know how to take advantage of the data, and be able 
to work iteratively with us, to find new ways to combine and analyze data 
and make new discoveries.”

    Mohammed Chaara, Director of Customer Insight Center of Excellence, Lenovo
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Follow us:

Everything you have come to consider a best practice for marketing will continue to evolve in the new analytical era.  
The modern marketer will learn new technical capabilities and focus on using data and analytics to relate  

to customers in a new, personalized way.

No matter where you are on this journey to adjust and adapt your marketing organization, you can use  
SAS® Customer Intelligence to keep up with the disruption that everyone is experiencing.
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